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Small enterprise, with high frequency of working accidents and tragedies, has a 
very important position in Chinese national economy, so it’s extremely necessary to 
apply the method of safety engineering to the safety management of small enterprises. 
This paper has analyzed the character of the security management of small enterprises, 
based on the methods of safety engineering, combined Grey system theory, Fuzzy set 
and System Fuzzy Decision theory considering the method of safety engineering, and 
applied the Grey-Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method and Fuzzy-Grey prediction 
model to the safety management of small enterprises. 
In the Grey-Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, Grey-Fuzzy set and 
Grey-Fuzzy relation have been involved with the comprehensive evaluation method, 
solving the problem of invalid information for using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation 
method or grey comprehensive evaluation alone in the safety management. This paper 
has also proposed an index system to evaluate the safety management of small 
enterprises, using system fuzzy decision theory to determine indexes’ weights; 
corrected the expert’s grade by adjusting the expert’s weight; and combined the 
determination way of the whitening weight function of grey number and Grey Statistic 
method to decrease the irrational preference for the evaluation results of the security 
situation of enterprises effectively. 
In the Fuzzy-Grey prediction model, with the primal data derived from the safety 
management of small enterprises, fuzzy number has been introduced into this grey 
forecast model and verified whether it meets the exponent principle or not through the 
statistics way. After discussing the influential factors for the security status of small 
enterprises, with consideration of the influence of the insecurity grade to the number 
of working accidents, this paper has also improved the way to present the sequence of 
the original data, which may make the data sequence forecast the security status of 
the enterprise better. At last, this paper has analyzed the influence of development 
coefficient a and external disturbing factors to the forecast results, and increased the 
forecast accuracy greatly. 















evaluation method and Fuzzy-Grey prediction model have very good effect when 
applied in the security management of small enterprises.  
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